
 

February 27, 2013

Drive Control Bail Engagement Force     FIX-AS-FAIL

SC 500 hw (12AQD22J710). SC 500 z (12AQC62J710). SC 500 e (12ARD2JZ710)

HOME MAINTENANCE

PURPOSE: The initial drive control bail engagement force may be higher than the spec calls for on units out of the box 
and never started.

Models Affected:

Subject:

Date:

All Units Built Prior To February 01, 2013.
Serial Number 
Range Affected:

CC-786SERVICE ADVISORY

ACTION REQUIRED:

1. Inspect the three models listed above built prior to Feb-
ruary 01, 2013. 

2. After dealer set up for display, perform the following.

3. Place the mower on a flat level surface.

4. Confirm that the speed select lever is in the 2nd or 3rd 
position. See Figure 1.

NOTE: These materials are prepared for use by trained technicians who are experienced in the service and repair of 
equipment of the kind described in this publication, and are not intended for use by untrained or inexperienced 
individuals. Such individuals should seek the assistance of an authorized service technician or dealer.

NOTE: Always wear eye protection while servicing equipment. Wear hearing protection when appropriate. Always work 
in a well ventilated area and follow all safety precautions when dealing with combustible materials.

NOTE: Left (LH) and Right (RH) sides are determined from the operator’s position and facing in the forward direction.

FIGURE 1

6. Raise and lower the drive control bail 2 to 3 times and 
assess the engagement force.

7. If the amount of force feels normal or acceptable, no 
further action is required. If the amount of force feels to 
high, proceed to step 8.

8. During operation, the drive components quickly settle 
in, and the amount of bail engagement force decreases 
to acceptable levels.

Option 1: Completely set up the unit in an appropriate 
and safe location, start the engine, and engage the drive 
bail for a short period of time (usually less than 5 min-
utes) to allow the drive components to settle in together. 
Re-assess the bail engagement force.
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Speed Select Lever

CC-787

5. Confirm the cable adjustment wheel is fully adjusted 
out (rotate the adjustment wheel toward the handle bar in 
opposite direction as mold-in-arrow on the speed control 
housing). See Figure 2.

Handle Bar

FIGURE 2

Molded-In-Arrow
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Circulate and Initial

Warranty: Normal warranty terms apply. Indicate Service Advisory CC-787 and 746-04850 as the original failed part on 
the claim. Repair time allowance is 0.4 Hrs. (Refer To Step 13).

GROUP CODE: Control Linkage FAIL CODE: Adjustment 

WORK PERFORMED: Self Propel Cable

Mandatory>>>When completing the warranty claim, select the drop down text shown below for the following claim fields:

Warranty: Normal warranty terms apply. Indicate Service Advisory CC-786 and 746-04850 as the original failed part on 
the claim. Repair time allowance is 0.2 Hrs labor only. (Refer To Step 12).

9. If Option 1 does not adequately reduce the engage-
ment force, or you do not wish to start and operate the 
unit’s drive system, proceed to step 10.

10. Option 2: Order and install a new Drive Control 
Cable part number 746-05083.

11. After the new drive control cable has been installed, 
adjust the adjustment wheel as needed.

12. If only adjustments were made from step 4 through 
step 8 (Option 1). Submit a warranty claim, Indicate Ser-
vice Advisory CC-786 for 0.2 Hrs. labor only.

13. If adjustments were made and a new Drive Control 
Cable 746-05083 was installed. Submit a warranty claim, 
Indicate Service Advisory CC-787 for parts and 0.4 Hrs. 
labor.
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